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No, better than that –
simply sensational!
Some major loudspeaker projects
have a tendency
to go pear-shaped or descend into
mediocrity. However, two Swiss
have indeed set the world on fire
PIEGA COAX 120.2 • 26,000 Euros
Text & Pictures: ingo.schulz@Fidelity-magazin.de

O

kay, this time we will keep it short
and sweet. The question of whether the Piega Coax 120.2 is “any
good” can be answered in all good
conscience with an unequivocal
yes. It does the business – and
then some! Is that a buy recommendation? Absolutely! Provided
of course you have adequate financial resources available
… Right, so we are done here.
Life can be so simple if you do your homework. But what
did this homework consist of? To judge by the results,
nothing more than designing and developing a flagship
loudspeaker that attempts to push back current loudspeaker (passive sound transducer) technology bound-
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aries. Of course we have often heard such
announcements and statements before. Nevertheless you keep finding totally sensational
products that actually live up to their marketing
claims/taglines.
In many respects the Piega Coax 120.2 is an
exceptional sound transducer. By that I don’t
mean its provenance – we have already come
across a number of superb Swiss-made products. Instead what catches your eye, or better
still, makes your ears prick up is the unusually
uncompromising way in which its technical
concept has been actioned. You could also term
what Piega’s masterminds, Leo Greiner and
Kurt Scheuch, have created here as “no-qualms”.
That’s no qualms in terms of commercial compulsion, no qualms in relation to technical input
and no qualms in terms of strict perseverance
until the right result has been achieved. Certainly “bold” would be a most apt characterization. Yet boldness alone is not enough – if you
want to action such a project you need to add
a touch of craziness to the mix. And the two
likeable Swiss, one of whom always wanted to
create the most aesthetically appealing and the
other the best loudspeakers, are indeed crazy,
but in a positive sense. It’s a good thing they
joined forces.
The Coax 120.2 is in fact an all-metal loudspeaker – the cabinet and the front panel as
well as the covers at the top and bottom of the
cabinet are made of solid aluminum. Compared
to other materials, that makes this box of tricks
extremely rigid and sturdy. Piega counters the
downside represented by pronounced material resonance in the upper frequency range by
adding strategically positioned bitumen linings.
This controls the resonance without diminishing the benefits of the metal cabinet. There is
another reason why the immense stability of
this elaborate cabinet is so important. Given
identical exterior dimensions, metal loudspeak178
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ers generally feature a higher interior volume, since
their wall thicknesses can be significantly lower in comparison to say wooden cabinets. And therefore this design gives loudspeaker designers greater layout volume
to play with to accommodate the bass and provides the
listener with an extended frequency range.
Now if you think that Leo Greiner and Kurt Scheuch
sat back and rested on their laurels immediately after
conceptually designing this unusually complex cabinet,
then you are mistaken. This is because the cabinet is
merely the packaging that matches what is on the inside
of the Coax 120.2. And that is one thing above all else –
very, very sophisticated.
At the start of any new project every loudspeaker designer is confronted by a pile of problems to solve.
Upside and downside are difficult to balance, because
actioning a loudspeaker concept always involves
searching for the best-possible compromise. Many issues, some contradictory and some mutually exclusive,
have to be reconciled. Thus a straight-line frequency
response comes at the expense of sensitivity, as does
non-critical, often “adjusted” impedance. Furthermore
swing-in and swing-out transient effects are directly
related. A fast swing-in effect, as part of any intended
transient response, does not automatically entail positive swing-out behavior, let alone possible overshoots.
Furthermore, acoustic pressure and broad dynamics
are easy to generate if you have large membrane surfaces, but unfortunately precision dynamics, which are key
to sound quality, get a raw deal. Last but not least the
issue here is dispersion behavior - a direct-dispersion
sound transducer should feature defined isobar behavior on all axes. It should emit sound into any space at a
uniform beam angle, in order to induce spatial reflections in the spectrum as uniformly as possible and not
to generate any frequency-dependent anomalies. And
all that needs to be accommodated in living-spacecompatible dimensions – and so on and so forth …
At this juncture you should be asking yourself what
actually spurs loudspeaker designers on. Why do they
subject themselves to all this. Actually they are destined
to fail, yet hubris and inflated egos are the order of the
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Piega Coax 120.2

Equipped as standard, very simple
cable jumpers

day. Fortunately there are still “visionaries” around.
These are designers with the X-factor, who don’t shy
away from monster marketing campaigns and, given
their know-how, are able to design ready-for-market
products. This group definitely includes the loudspeaker manufacturer Piega and its two leading lights
Leo Greiner and Kurt Scheuch.
One of Piega’s specialties has always been its in-house
designed and manufactured ribbon tweeter. Ribbon
tweeters are well-known and highly appreciated for
their inimitable style of high-frequency reproduction.
They are capable of reproducing fine and ultra-subtle
sound details. A ribbon is better than most domes
at revealing the depths of musical subtlety. That is
linked to three issues: 1.) the extremely low weight of
the moving mass, 2.) uniform actuation of the membranes across their entire surface, which mostly eliminates partial oscillations in keeping with a specific
concept, and 3.) a rational concentration of sound in
the high-frequency range.
But where you have lots of light you also get shadows. A ribbon tweeter is a difficult, almost unequal
partner for a normal dynamic driver, because it makes

This makes for
a better sound!

3-way floorstanders, bass reflex
Sensitivity (1 W/1 m): 92 dB
Rated impedance: 4 Ω
Frequency response: 22 Hz–50 kHz
Equipment: 2 x 22cm woofer, 1 x coaxial ribbon
Finish: Black piano finish cabinet, Baffle and
top in silver-colored aluminum finish, silver grille;
optional – aluminum cabinets in silver or anodized black finish
Dimensions (W/H/D): 113/28/38 cm
Weight: 78 kg
Warranty period: 6 years
Price per pair: 26 000€
PIEGA SA
Bahnhofstrasse 29
8810 Horgen
Switzerland
www.piega.ch
mail@piega.ch
+41 44 725 90 42

more sense for a ribbon to kick in at comparatively
high frequencies (starting from around two to three
kHz). That makes major if not all-encompassing demands of the subjacent frequency band. Even if 3
kHz transmission is not a problem for the dynamic driver and it does not start partially oscillating
and its concentration effect at this high frequency
somehow manages to keep pace with the ribbon,
such “teamwork” is in fact a pointless exercise. This
is because the swing-in and swing-out behavior of
both chassis does not match. And you can definitely
hear that. We have probably all come across loudspeakers that sound non-homogenous, which work
significantly more slowly “down below” and where
low-frequency sounds don’t dovetail with high-frequency reproduction or vice versa. So how do you
get out of this predicament?
The logical solution would be to “educate” the ribbon to do low-frequency sounds. And that is exactly
what the Piega has managed to achieve. The upshot

The “heart” of the Piega: a coaxial 2-way
ribbon with very low cut-off frequency

is a coaxial 2-way ribbon design, 15 x 15 cm, with a
usable lower cut-off frequency of around 400 Hz. This
unique coaxial driver enables Piega to kill several birds
with one stone – coupling mid- and high frequency
sounds is no longer a problem. The mid-frequency
range, like the high-frequency one, is reproduced by
an extremely light foil. The result is an unusual wealth
of detail and a lightness that reminds you of the detail resolution of a great pair of headphones. Docking
with the dynamic bass chassis is now a seamless process too. The skillful configuration of the ribbons delivers coaxial dispersion properties, which cause the
entire transmittable spectrum to appear to emanate
from a single virtual source. And it gets even better
– the different sonic sources of the coaxial driver are
on one spatial plane. This design stratagem directly
delivers time-coherent reproduction, which would
otherwise only be feasible if an elaborate active concept were applied.
The bass range is covered by 2no. 22cm reflex drivers.

That may at first sound like a standard solution, along
the lines of “two small membranes have the same surface area as a large one but can be controlled more
easily and display better characteristics at high frequencies”. All old hat, yet Piega would not be Piega, if
there was not more to it than that. And that is exactly
the case. The reflex balance has an extremely low setting. This enables the loudspeaker to display deep bass
behavior that is more reminiscent of a closed box than
a bass reflex loudspeaker. The result is a smooth and
very gently declining frequency response.
Of course that begs the question “why don’t they just
make a closed box loudspeaker from the off? It’s easier
anyhow.” That’s true – but the closed-box loudspeaker
would generate more distortions at low frequencies.
Piega is therefore specifically applying the bass reflex principle, to skillfully minimize bass-range distortions and not to extend low-frequency response
downwards nor even to achieve a “booming bass with
the aid of a reflex tunnel”. Indeed the chassis used have
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absolutely no need of that.
Can you hear that too? You bet you can! If you are
looking for bass performance perfection, tracks such
as “Roxanne” from DubXanne’s album Police In Dub,
“Flesh for Fantasy” by Billy Idol (the live version from
the VH-1 Storytellers playlist) or even “Aero Dynamik”
from the Kraftwerk album Tour de France are really
hard nuts to crack. Yet that is absolutely no problem
for the Coax 120.2. Absolutely nothing appears to
cause the Piega problems …
The impartiality with which it tackles any and every
kind of music sometimes make you suspect it has its
origins in a Waldorf school and can even dance its
name! No but seriously, the large Piega is without
doubt one of the finest representatives of its craft. It
turns out to be relatively non-set-up-sensitive and
even spaces with poor acoustics can’t detract from the
Swiss-made masterpiece’s performance, given its positive directional beam properties.
The coaxial mid- to high-frequency unit in particular
is a loudspeaker engineering gem and is in a class of its
own. This elaborate driver generates an acoustic field
that still features the precision, audibility and clarity
of a superior set of headphones even several meters
away. And amazingly no giant amplifier is needed,
because smaller valve amplifiers even harmonize
with the Coax 120.2, given its sensitivity of just over
90 decibels, as we soon found out. Jazz fans will appreciate the genuine, direct live atmosphere it evokes,
rock and pop fans will love its ability to produce de
facto uncompressed sound levels. Classic fans on the
other hand enjoy an almost unbounded dynamic
abundance and the timbral cornucopia inherent in
symphonic works. Even the “Die Tänzerin” from Ulla
Meinecke’s album Wenn schon nicht für immer, dann
wenigstens für ewig no longer makes the author of this
article cringe.
Yet we still must address one issue. The wiring bridges
supplied for the bi-wiring and bi-amping-compatible double terminal are – to put it mildly – not up
to scratch. In fact they are absolutely ideal for check182
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ing to see whether the puzzled buyer has a sense of
humor. Simple stranded wires, no terminal, no jack,
cut from the roll, stripped and connected. That is of
course completely inappropriate for a loudspeaker
masterpiece such as the magnificent Piega. Instead we
used proper wiring bridges, and lo and behold, they
had an impact. Two interesting effects immediately
grabbed your attention – you can not only discern the
tonal difference between a 4mm² and a 6mm² wiring bridge, but also whether the loudspeaker cable is
connected to the mid/high-frequency or to the bass
terminal. That is praise indeed for the Coax 120.2’s
wide range of capabilities. So please don’t waste tonal
potential unnecessarily. Incidentally we opted for the
version including a 4mm² wiring bridge and connecting the cable to the mid/high-frequency terminal.
The Piega Coax 120.2 is a seriously sophisticated
sound transducer that goes about its business with a
striking level of aplomb. It is a really well engineered
and masterfully crafted product of superior metrological and tonal quality. In developing its coaxial
mid-range tweeter Piega has gone down a supremely
complicated and to some extent rocky road. Yet the
audible results prove Leo Greiner and Kurt Scheuch
right and are so appealing that the majority of conventionally equipped loudspeakers look distinctly ordinary in comparison. Piega is now one of the leading
lights of this industry especially as far as precision dynamics are concerned.
The reason why you don’t come across this fantastic loudspeaker system more often is likely to be explained by its price. It certainly is not because of the
sounds it produces. If the Coax 120.2 were for example a US major-brand product, it would possibly,
no definitely, be the class standard. Therefore I want
to close by issuing an unambiguous appeal – if this
loudspeaker system is a product you can afford then
you should definitely take the time to check it out. It’s
odds on that the considerable asking price will be seriously put into perspective by the listening ple sure
provided!
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Loudspeaker measurements
Piega Coax 120.2
“The generally low distortion levels are particularly outstanding”
Text and measurements: Anselm.Goertz@fidelity-magazin.de • Photos and Graphics: AG

A

ll our measurements are carried out
using the PC-based measurement
system “Monkey Forest” with a resolution of no more than 1 Hz and a
sampling rate of 96 kHz. Measurements are taken using a 1/4” diameter B&K type 4939 condenser capsule microphone plus an impedance converter of type
2670. Coupled with a compensation file, this combination can provide accurate measurements up to
40 kHz. The microphone signals are amplified using a
B&K measuring amplifier type 2610 and then passed
to the measurement software via a high-precision
24 bit / 96 kHz measurement front-end. When taking standard measurements for passive speakers the
output side has two small 20W measuring amplifiers
available. Where seriously high power levels are needed we use a Crown Reference I or Crown I‑T12000
HD. Active speakers are driven directly from the
front-end with a balanced analog line-level signal.
The measuring chamber is designed as a hemi-anechoic room with a fully reverberative granite floor,
facilitating free field conditions from 100 Hz upwards.
The microphone taking the measurements is always
184
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placed on the floor, so that it cannot see any reflections
from the floor surface. Measurements for frequencies
below 100 Hz are taken as near-field measurements
directly in front of the source. The software automatically combines them with the far-field measurements
at a later stage. Measurements should be taken at a
distance corresponding to a typical listening position,
which may be up to a maximum of 8 m. For small
speakers the distance used is usually 2 m, larger ones
are measured at 4 m or 8 m.
Before commencing to take measurements of loudspeakers or other equipment it is usual to look at
their specific technical characteristics and design
features, which will generally already arouse certain
expectations. The Piega Coax 120.2 stands proud as a
113 cm tall sculpture with a semi-oval cross-section.
The casing is an aluminum dish, with the base, cover and frontage also being made of aluminum. This
is all an impressive 7 mm thick, which explains the
unit’s not inconsiderable 78 kg weight. Inside the casing there is an additional MDF frame for extra stability. High-frequency resonances that might otherwise
be generated in the aluminum body are curbed by
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low-expansion foam impregnated with bitumen. The
Coax 120.2 is equipped with two 22” woofers and the
proprietary coaxial ribbon driver C1 that is undoubtedly Piega’s most impressive feature. The ribbon drive,
also called a foil magnetostat, uses a foil membrane
onto which conductor tracks are applied as closely as
possible. This is then permeated by a magnetic field
which generates the drive force for the membrane
corresponding to the current flow. The membrane is
extremely light and its entire surface is driven so as
to produce homogeneous oscillation behavior. The
magnetic field is generated by magnets that may be
positioned on both sides of the membrane or solely
behind it. The latter design has the advantage that
there are no magnetic elements in front of the membrane to disturb sound emission. Where the membrane is deflected only very slightly the driving force
is already non-linear, and since high frequency output
requires only small deflections, and is also particularly vulnerable to disturbances in the emission, the
one-sided magnet arrangement is particularly appropriate for tweeters. If you don’t want to be restricted
to only high frequencies you will need a larger area
and greater displacement, which inevitably calls for a
two-sided magnet assembly. Piega’s magnetostat combines both of these designs to form a coaxial system
in which a small tweeter magnetostat is positioned in
the center of a large-area midrange one. Sound from
the tweeter is thus emitted freely, while the midrange
speaker has fine ridges in front of the membrane.

Electrical impedance

The three routes of the Coax 120.2 are separated passively with fourth order filters, whereby the woofer
signal (including its filter) can be connected separately via a bi-wiring terminal.
Figure 1 shows the impedance curves of the woofer
and the mid-high unit. The tuning frequency of the
woofer’s bass-reflex cabinet is 21 Hz, sufficiently low
that the secondary cusps of the impedance curve have
already dropped out of the graph. Above the 400 Hz
cut-off frequency the impedance curve then rises

1

Electrical impedance of the Coax 120.2 for the
woofers (red), mid-high unit (blue) and for the complete speaker (green). The minimum impedance of
the 4 Ω rated speaker is 2.8 Ω at 14.5 kHz. The tuning frequency of the bass-reflex cabinet is an extremely low 21.6 Hz.

steeply due to the cross-over network. The impedance
curve of the mid-high unit behaves accordingly, increasing rapidly below 400 Hz. Combining the two we
get the cumulative curve shown in green. The minimum impedance in this case is 2.8 Ω, which means
that we have to turn a blind eye to pass the Coax 120.2
as a 4 Ω rated system. Strictly speaking, the standard
(DIN 60268-5) requires it to be more than 20% below
the rated impedance, i.e. 3.2 Ω for a 4 Ω system.

Bi-wiring, bi-amping?

Measuring laboratories generally welcome bi-wiring
terminals because they make it easy to measure the
three routes separately. But we have to ask ourselves
how it benefits the user, is there any good reason to use
bi-wiring, i.e. to route separate cables to the amplifier
terminals? The answer is clearly yes, because only the
Fidelity NR. 8 4/2013
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2

Frequency response showing sensitivity (upper
green curve) relative to 1 W/1 m (= 2 V/1 m). The mean
sensitivity is 86.2 dB. The corresponding frequency
response (‑6 dB) ranges from 37 Hz to 30 kHz. The
woofer is shown in red and the mid-high in blue

end-stage with its extremely low internal resistance is
able to block stray currents from a branching point
from reaching the other branches. The decisive factor
here is to give the end-stage the most direct possible
access to the transfer point between the inputs from
the passive filters. A single cable with an internal resistance between the end-stage and the crossover would
“soften” the control of the end-stage. It is possible to
do this in spite of the line resistance of the cable by
wiring each route individually right up to the endstage so that the transition point moves away from the
divider towards the output terminals of the amplifier
and the output stage again has full control. This works
better the lower the internal resistance of the amplifier and the larger the damping factor. If you want to
get fully independent of the internal resistance of the
output stage, you can take the further step of bi-amping although, in view of the cost involved, this then
raises the question of whether you might do better to
change to fully active operation or simply use a solidly
constructed end-stage with a correspondingly high
damping factor.

Frequency and phase response

3
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Phase response with 360° phase rotation sue
to the bass-reflex cabinet (fourth order highpass) and the fourth order transitions. The
minimum phase curve is shown in blue
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When we now come to measuring the frequency response of the Coax 120.2 we can also utilize the biwiring terminal to consider the woofer and mid-high
separately. Figure 2 shows the resulting individual
measurements plus the overall function. Between
100 Hz and 10 kHz the average sensitivity is 86.2 dB.
This value can already be used to derive a rough “recommended” figure for amplifier power, but if you
want to get an average volume of 85 dB at a distance
of 4 m, which is realistic for a speaker of this size and
corresponds to a level of 97 dB at a distance of 1 m,
you will need an effective power of about 10 W. You
would, however, be mistaken to conclude that a 10 W
amplifier is sufficient, because to get an effective value
of 10 W when outputting music signals with a crest
factor (ratio of peak to effective value) of 12 dB or
more, you would need amplifier output of the order
of 100 W. If we assume that the performance data of
an amplifier refers to sinusoidal signals with a crest
factor of 3 dB (= 1.414), a music signal with a 12 dB
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crest factor will need eight times the power (+9 dB) to
get the same effective power value, at least for short
periods of time. If this is not the case the peak signals will be distorted. The general rule for amplifiers
is therefore that the short time power available needs
to be as high as possible. The genuine overall power
figures for sinusoidal signals that people other wise
like to talk about may be significantly lower. For brief
intervals, sensibly engineered equipment can provide
many times the power it needs to provide over longer
periods of time.
Back to the Piega Coax 120.2. Their frequency response is fairly even on the whole. There is a slight
peak of about 2 dB at 90 Hz that might be considered
unusual, but this is found in many speakers of this
type. The unsmoothed curve shows a variability of
around 6 dB between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, reducing to
4.6 dB with tertiary smoothing. The cut-off frequencies (‑6 dB) are at 37 Hz and 30 kHz, which should
be sufficient to meet almost any requirements. And if
not – which might be the case for home theater fans –
Piega’s product range can naturally offer suitable subwoofers.
The corresponding phase transition in Figure 3 holds
no surprises. Given the presence of a separation between the routes with a slope of 24 dB/octave we observe a 360° phase shift at each transition of about
500 Hz and 5 kHz. At the lower end of the curve, the
high-pass behavior of the bass-reflex cabinet again
produces a 360° phase rotation, although part of this
is outside the diagram so that we see only the first
180°. At even lower frequencies the curve again approaches the 0° axis. The phase response of the Coax
120.2 thus basically conforms to the so-called “minimum phase curve”, which are the phase shifts that are
invariably associated with certain types of filter. Larger deviations from the minimum phase curve indicate
the possibility of a run-time offset between the routes,
but the 120.2 Coax does not have any such problems
as you see from Figure 3, which shows a comparison
with the blue (calculated) minimum phase curve. The
coaxial mid-high system has the ideal conditions for
this because it has midrange and tweeter precisely
aligned in a single plane.

4

Step response of the Coax 120.2, the starting
point is scaled to 5 ms

5

Spectrogram of the Coax 120.2 with a few barely
discernible reverberations at 300 and 500 Hz

Step response

The corresponding step response shows the peak energies for the three routes. The first tweeter pulse comes
at 5 ms on the time axis, followed by the midrange
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is caused by the phase response of the filter and cannot be avoided. One way out is offered by full-range or
multi-way systems with linear phase filters, which can
be implemented digitally as FIR filters.

Spectrogram

6

Horizontal isobar curves relative to the center
axis. The transition from yellow to pale green
represents the limit for a 6 dB drop against the
0° axis

In the spectrogram you can see the speaker’s decay
behavior, where possible resonances are revealed by
reverberation in the relevant frequency range.
Such resonances may be caused by partial oscillations
of the membrane, natural frequencies of the housing
body, or even resonance from a very long bass-reflex
tunnel. Fortunately we observe little or nothing of this
in the Coax 120.2. The mid-high unit works almost
perfectly. Only at 300 and 500 Hz do we see the onset
of slight resonance, and this is also suggested by the
frequency response. It is probably caused by housing
modes, which are difficult for a bass-reflex system to
completely suppress without excessively damping the
cabinet.

Isobars

7

Horizontal isobar curves relative to the center
axis. The coaxial arrangement of the midrange
and tweeter units means that there are no disturbing interference effects

and woofer after 0.125 ms and 1.3 ms respectively.
This behavior is typical of three-way speakers. The
fact that the step is broken up into a number of parts
188
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We can expect some differences in the emission behavior of the Coax 120.2 compared to conventional
speakers, because, within their respective frequency
ranges, the midrange and tweeter units are quite large
relative to the wavelength, giving rise to a greater degree of bundling. There is no danger of angular interference effects between the midrange and tweeter
routes, because their perfect arrangement on a central axis and in the same plane excludes any angledependent differences in transit time that might
cause disturbances in transitional areas. And indeed,
the isobars corresponding to the horizontal and the
vertical plane in Figures 6 and 7 do show exactly the
expected pattern. The speaker’s bundling is relatively
high in both planes, but not excessive. This behavior is
ideal for rooms with difficult acoustics and excessive
reverberation, because the bundling has the effect of
exciting less reverberation in the room and relative to
the directly emitted sound. The auditory impression
is thus more precise as regards both time (impulse
response) and space (source localization). This also
means that for this type of speaker there is only quite
a small area around the sweet spot in which the audi-
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8

Pair variance between the two speakers provided
for our tests. Considered over the 20 Hz to 20 kHz
frequency range, the maximum variance with ⅓ octave smoothing is at 0.8 dB

tory impression is really optimal, but this will always be a better compromise for highly reverberant rooms. There is a further
interesting effect to be seen in the horizontal isobars: At about
6 kHz there are secondary maxima at ± 60° with an intensity
similar to that on the central axis. There is no sign of this in the
vertical. It is therefore probably caused by the struts in front of
the midrange membrane giving rise to a diffraction pattern in
the 6 kHz signal output by the tweeter that causes the lateral
side maxima. When installing the speaker you should therefore
try to ensure that there are no solid reflecting objects at 60° offaxis. Since the affected frequency range is quite high, it may be
possible to find some simple means of absorbing or diffusing
reflections from such a surface.

Pair variance

We expect quality products to exhibit a high level of series consistency. In the case of speakers, this means that their pair variance needs to be as low as possible. The properties that govern
precise center imaging and source localization are closely related to the pair of speakers being well matched, which is also
illustrated by the fact that studio monitors place particularly
high demands on pair equality. Figure 8 shows the deviation
in the axial frequency responses for the two test samples. In the
frequency range up to 20 kHz, we see that the maximum deviaFidelity NR. 7 3/2013
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9

Maximum level for at most 3% distortion (in red),
at most 10% distortion (in blue) and at most 250 W
power on 4 Ω. These measurements were performed with sine bursts of 185 ms.

tion is 0.8 dB at 950 Hz. Obviously, these samples were
not a selected pair – just two arbitrary units that had
already been subjected to several tests – which makes
this pretty good 0.8 dB look even better.

Maximum levels and distortions

To measure the distortion we used two standard methods with sine bursts and a multi-sine wave signal.
First let us consider a series of measurements from
Figure 9. Here, distortion limits of 3% and 10% were
prescribed, and we then determined the maximum
sound pressure level of the speakers at a 1 m distance
under free field conditions. This measurement algorithm also includes a power limit to avoid overloading and possibly destroying any speakers that exhibit
low distortion. These measurements were performed
with sine burst signals lasting 185 ms. The maximum
input power for the Coax 120.2 was 250 W, which is
specified in the data sheet as the maximum recommended amplifier power. This means that where the
190
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two curves coincide, the measurement is limited by
the power level, not by the distortion. This is exactly what happens consistently at values higher than
300 Hz. Specifically this means that the Piega always
runs with distortion below 3%, which is an excellent
value for a speaker with these level figures.
The additional green curves drawn in Figure 9 show
the (calculated) possible value resulting from a sensitivity of 1 W/1 m and the maximum power of 250 W
(+ 24 dB). Here the upper (calculated) green curve
also coincides almost entirely with the blue and red
measurement curves. This means that, with almost
no power compression, the speaker is converting the
250 W into the (calculated) possible sound pressure.
The second series of measurements for the speaker’s
non-linear behavior deals with intermodulation distortion. For this, the speaker is loaded with a multisine wave signal made up of 60 sine waves at 1/6 octave intervals. The spectral composition of the signal
corresponds to an average music spectrum EIA‑426B
with the practical crest factor of 12 dB. For this type of
measurement we evaluate any components of the output signal that do not correspond to anything in the
excitation signal, i.e. any distortions that the speaker
has generated into the signal. This covers all harmonic distortions of the sinusoidal signals and all intermodulation products. This measurement was carried
out for a mean Leq level of 85 dBA at a typical listening distance of 4 m. When converted this corresponds
to a sound level of 97 dBA at 1 m, while the measured
peak value LZpk was 103 dB.
If you add up all the distortion components that were
not present in the excitation signal, the distortion
level is 25 dB below the overall signal, corresponding
to a distortion share of 3.2%, so this test again confirms the good distortion behavior of the Coax 120.2.
Plotted onto the frequency axis these results also show
uniform distribution of the distortion components
with no selective vulnerabilities.

Summary of measurements

The Piega Coax 120.2 offers two especial highlights,
its stylish aluminum housing and its coaxial magne-
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tostats. While the former feature is naturally primarily optical,
it is the coaxial mid-high unit that really delivers the acoustic
beef. The successful combination of the two surface emitters
already come into play from 500 Hz and delivered excellent
figures in all our tests. Their uniformly low distortion figures
are particularly outstanding, permitting high volume sound
with only minimal distortion, and they are ably supplemented
by the two woofers that provide beautiful sound for the lower
frequencies. As regards emission behavior, the Coax 120.2
does exhibit rather more bundling than classic three-way combinations, giving them something of an advantage, particularly
in rooms with more difficult acoustics and modern architecture. When choosing an amplifier you should make sure that
partially low impedances (2.8 Ω) do not give rise to problems,
and also that sufficient power is always available, of the order
of 200 W on 4 Ω. We recommend using as much bi-wiring as
possible, although provided you choose a solidly-built highlydamped amplifier there would seem to be no pressing need for
bi-amping.

10

Intermodulation distortions with a level of
85 dBA at 4 m distance under free field conditions.
Excitation signal (blue): Multi-sine signal with the
spectral distribution of an average music signal and
crest factor 12 dB

